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Cookie Featured in TheMacBundles
Published on 02/14/12
SweetP Productions has announced that its popular privacy/cookie management application
Cookie is available now as part of TheMacBundles' February Bundle, a bundle of 10 great
Mac products for one low price. Cookie, helps you to manage exactly who can access
information about your online activities, all in one convenient location. TheMacBundles
provides users with the same great software, support, licenses, and upgrade benefits that
apply to users who pay the full retail price for the software.
Surfers Paradise, Australia - Cookie is included in TheMacBundles' February Bundle as well
as in TheMacBundles' innovative new BYOB (Build Your Own Bundle) stores. TheMacBundles
provides users with the same great software, support, licenses, and upgrade benefits that
apply to users who pay the full retail price for the software.
Cookie, helps you to manage exactly who can access information about your online
activities, all in one convenient location. With a clear and intuitive interface, Cookie
is a must have application for anyone serious about protecting their personal information.
After an initial simple setup, Cookie requires minimal effort to keep your computer clear
from unwanted data-mining.
Cookie scans your computer for ALL types of Cookies, from all the top browsers, and is
easily configured to remove all unwanted/tracking-advertising cookies. Cookie is super
easy to use, just configure it once, and take control of your sensitive personal
information. Cookie can also be configured to clear all browser caches, and browser
history giving you added peace of mind.
Features:
* Live cookie updates, and removal
* Browser specific, and Global cookie whitelists (favorites) and removal
* Tracking cookie identification, and removal
* EverCookie removal
* Manage Cookies, Flash Cookies, and LocalStorage/Databases
* Setup Wizard
* One time setup, and forget
* Accessible from the system menu bar
* Highly intuitive
TheMacBundles February bundle also contains the following highly rated programs:
* BlogAssist
* WebStart
* Watchmac
* SMART Utility
* DiscoBrick DJ
* Photo Studio 6
* PDF Editor
* SyncPod
* InfoWallet
Pricing and Availability:
Get Cookie and 9 other great programs for only $39.95 (USD) at TheMacBundles.
SweetP Productions:
http://sweetpproductions.com
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Headquartered in Surfers Paradise, Australia, SweetP Productions has been providing
quality software to the Mac community since 2009. Copyright (C) 2009-2012 SweetP
Productions. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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